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inspire the future 
of your brand

Expect more 
from aluminium

packaging



Facts &
figures



In collaboration with our partners, we develop pioneering packaging that

shapes the entire industry. By creating a new division called TUBEX Aluminium

Tubes, we can now combine our expertise from three production locations

and four sales offices and offer our customers the largest production

capacities in the world.

7 locations 
worldwide 

120 million € in 
revenue per 
year

36production 
lines

1.6
billion tubes production 
capacity

Succeeding
together 76

countries 
worldwide

~ 1,000
employees

~ 650 active 
customers



Where we 
produce the 
highest quality 
for you

Tubex
Headquarter   
Vienna

Tubex Slovakia 
Zarnovica

Tubex Austria 
Wolfsberg

Tubex Russia 
Ulyanovka

Germany 
Munich

Poland 
Jelenia Gora

Italy
Milan

Office/Sales

Production



TUBEX
AUSTRIA

Foundation: 2001

Location: Carinthia (South of Austria)

Diameter range: 11-40 mm (inkl. 32-38 mm)

Focus: Pharma

Capacity: 400 mio. pcs.

Specialities: clean room for highest quality- and hygiene standards
most modern pharma factory in Europe
clyindrical & conical tubes

ISO 9001:2015
ISO 15378:2018
ISO 14001:2015
IFSPACSecure Drug Master File



TUBEX 
SLOVAKIA

Foundation: 2005

Location: Zarnovica (Banska Bystrica)

Diameter range: 13,5-50 mm

Focus: Food & Cosmetics

Capacity: 800 mio. pcs.

Specialities: most modern and biggest factory in the world
warehousing for food customers

ISO 9001:2015
ISO 15378:2015
FSSC 22000
HACCP



TUBEX 
RUSSIA

Foundation: 1995

Location: Ulijanowka (near St. Petersburg)

Diameter range: 13,5-40 mm

Focus: Cosmetics & Pharma

Capacity: 400 mio. pcs.

Specialties: market leader in Russia
only specialist for pharmaceutical tubes in Russia

ISO 9001:2015



Group of companies owned by Dr. Cornelius Grupp

almost

employees

billion
revenue
(2018)

We’re part of a
strong group

construction

TUBEX Group Stölzle Neuman Biomasse CTA/C-Care PREFA

8.400

EUR 1,5

packaging energy filling
roofs &
facades



Ideal 
strategic
position



We invest in cutting-edge
technology for you

Global leader
in production
capacities

We offer the largest capacities

By increasing the number of units we can produce and maximising

our capacities, we are able to offer our partners a solid basis for a

successful future. We can help you profitably serve markets – now

and in the future, no matter how quickly the demand grows.

The most progressive manufacturer in the industry

In recent years, we’ve invested heavily in the quality of our manufacturing to optimise speed,

precision, flexibility and printing. We paid particular attention to expanding our capacities so

that we can always react quickly and guarantee the highest quality – even for large order

volumes.

Benefit from the 
largest and most 

advanced production 
premises in the world



Reap the benefits
of our team spirit
The key to success

A happy, motivated team is the engine that drives every successful organisation. We make sure our staff have a positive

working environment, permanent access to training and a variety of attractive, international career opportunities. As a

result, our staff love what they do and are fully committed to helping our customers succeed.



TUBEX Aluminium Tube Group holds all the certificates typically expected

in the packaging industry. We therefore comply with the highest

standards of quality and cleanliness. We’re proud of our exemplary record

in fulfilling our responsibility to you: ensuring that your products are

optimally protected.

A safe choice, 
every time

ISO 9001:2015 

ISO 15378:2018

ISO 14001:2015

IFSPACSecure

Drug Master File

HACCP

FSSC



Our service 
for your 
success



Our service will take 
you further
We provide you with comprehensive service and extensive expertise during every step of our journey together.

Aluminium-hedging

In-house tool 
preparation

Digital computer-to-
plate technology

Repro department

Warehousing

Print-proofing

Back-up factories



Product features

SHOULDER

Plain or lacquered

Embossed or debossed

Designed for maximum emptying

CLOSURES

Tamper-proof membranes

Star-shaped membranes

Closures in various sizes, shapes and colours

Plastic threads

Aluminium or plastic nozzles

Tamper-proof closures

PRINTING

Up to eight colours

UV colours

Counterfeit-proof

EXTERNAL LACQUER

Glossy or matt

Metallic look

Pearl effect

Transparent

Water-based

INTERNAL LACQUER

Product-specific (complies with the 

requirements of the contents)

BPA-NI lacquer

SIZE / SHAPE

Choice of diameters 11 mm (2 ml) to 50 mm (325 ml) 

Choice of lengths

Cylindrical or conical



Three good 
reasons for TUBEX 

Aluminium Tubes
Innovative specialists with over 70 years of experience

Our expertise spans more than seven decades, we invest heavily in our

production capacities and we’re constantly innovating. This makes us the

ideal partner for any company looking to attract both current and future

generations of consumers.

We deliver 
solutions

We have
know-how

We are 

specialists



Innovativer Spezialist 
mit mehr Erfahrung

A strong and reliable partner

With decades of experience, our specialised focus on producing aluminium tubes, and a steady

expansion of our capacities, we are strengthening and growing our market-leading position,

right up to the global level. This allows us to offer our partners and our employees a solid

foundation for a successful future.

We don’t see ourselves as a tube manufacturer …

… but rather as a stepping stone that helps businesses to fully satisfy – and even delight – their

customers. Our expert teams and innovative technologies are the key to achieving this goal.

Combining innovation with 
decades of expertise



We develop tomorrow’s 
packaging for you today

Helping your ideas find their feet
Long-term success relies on the ability to understand consumers and
identify changing market trends at an early stage. In collaboration with our
customers and suppliers, we develop innovative solutions that will allow us
to help shape the future of the entire industry.

You name your requirements, we provide the technical expertise and the
necessary production capacities. Everything we do is tailored to developing
the best and most advanced packaging that will inspire your customers now
and in the future.

Easy-to-open
cap

Environmentally
friendly
materials

Contract
filling

Fully
emptiable
tube

Vendor
Managed
Inventory

BPA-NI
inner
lacquer



Knowledge comes from experience. We began with manufacturing aluminium tubes over 70

years ago. Since then, we have become the world’s leading provider.

By founding TUBEX Aluminium Tubes, we can now guarantee our customers the world’s largest

production capacities and the highest level of delivery reliability.

Global expertise gathered over 
seven decades



Three good
reasons for 

aluminium tubes

Packaging is a statement

No other packaging offers such clear advantages for 

manufacturers and end-consumers.

Tubes made of aluminium

• protect your product,

• care for our environment and

• send a powerful message about your brand.

What message do you want to send to your customers?

Protection for
our planet

Protection for
your brand

Protection for
your product



Protection for
your product



Aluminium
tubes protect
the products

that attract
your customers,

they also 

protect their
contents
from light
and air

prevent
contamination
caused
by air suckback

offer full
temperature
stability

reduce the 
need for
preservatives

guarantee
long shelf
life

ideal for
sterilisation

can be
almost fully
emptied

help to
save
energy

lowest
migration 
level



Laminated tubes 
are beaten 
by aluminium
tubes in every 
aspect

Infinitely recyclable by keeping same
premium quality

Best barrier properties
(naturally airtight & light proof)

No suck back effect
(protection of contamination)

Highest dispensing rate compared to
competing packaging

“the blue tube”
for a circular economy

Not recyclable 
(bicomponent)

landfill requested

Risk of permeability
on the welding area 
(shoulder and body)

Suck back effect 
causes contamination 
and lower storage life



Protection for
our planet



Six facts about
aluminium
Aluminium is a multi-functional packaging material for utmost
protection, safety, convenience and resource efficiency.

75%
of all aluminium
produced to
date is still in use

Aluminium
provides
sustainable
support for the
circular economy

95%
less energy 
than primary
aluminium
production

Recycling uses

Aluminium is a durable
material that can be
infinitely recycled without
any loss in quality

Innovations can
reduce the weight
of aluminium to
preserve both
resources and the
environment

69%
Current recycling
rate of aluminium
packaging in
Europe



Aluminium packaging 
already exceeds the EU’s 
recycling targets for 2025

Aluminium is the sustainable 
packaging of the future

Aluminium is a recycling champion

Aluminium packaging already exceeds the EU’s recycling

targets – and with over 220 aluminium recycling plants in

Europe, we’re well-equipped for things to improve further.

Taking responsibility together

Aluminium tubes are infinitely recyclable – without any loss in

quality. By choosing our aluminium tubes, you too can help

drive positive change in waste management.

Stemming the tide of waste

Humans produce tonnes of plastic waste every year – and the

volumes keep increasing. In response to this alarming situation,

the EU introduced Directive (EU) 2018/852 to toughen and raise

the targets for using recyclable packaging materials. The

directive calls for the use of recyclable materials and support for

a sustainable circular economy.

plastic

packaging

recycling rate

aluminium

packaging

69%
0%EU target 50%

by 2025

laminate ABL
packaging

EU target 50%
by 2025

37%
recycling rate

recycling rate



Nicht nur ein
Wort, sondern

unsere tägliche
Mission

Sustainability
With our sustainably produced, infinitely recyclable aluminium tubes each year,

we’re doing our bit to protect the environment and preserve the beauty of our

planet.

We strictly comply with legal requirements and continually invest in optimising

our business processes. A plan for making ongoing improvements is firmly

anchored in our corporate strategy.

Not just a word, 
but our daily 

mission



Responsibility
in action

Our corporate social responsibility (CSR)

activities received a silver medal from the

rigorous international CSR-assessment

platform EcoVadis in 2019. In order to

achieve our next goal – a gold medal –

we’ve drawn up a plan for additional CSR

measures that we are gradually putting

into action.



Our CSR roadmap Social 
responsibility

Fair treatment for our employees, 
customers, suppliers and 

stakeholders

Environmental 
responsibility

Environmentally friendly products
Environmentally friendly production

Careful use of energy and raw materials

Economic 
responsibility

Creation of trust
Sustainable business model

Business ethics
High level of employee motivation and 

customer satisfaction

Responsibility and 
sustainability

We’ve been contributing to 
the sustainable development 
of our society for more than 

70 years. We think and act for 
the generations to come.

Management 
commitment to
sustainability

Support from
EcoVadis

Reinforcement
from CSR team

and strong 
suppor at all 

sites

Continuous
improvements and 

KPI tracking



We reduce
waste

We use
sustainable
materials

We reuse
energy

We manage
our energy

We use
renewable
energy

We reduce 
the
weight
of our
packaging

We’re ISO
14001
certified

We take lots of small steps to
achieve a big goal: Sustainability

We clean
our
exhaust air

We use
post-
cumbustion
systems



Circular
economy



A brand designed
for the circular economy

Over the years the packaging industry has changed

dramatically. Legislation and conscious consumers are

demanding the use of sustainable packaging that is

significantly kinder to the environment and designed for an

efficient circular economy.

When it comes to the sustainable use of resources, the

infinite recyclability of the raw material has always been the

best argument for aluminium tubes. Now we’ve gone a step

further by developing the world’s most sustainable

aluminium tube brand: the blue tube.

The blue tube range is made of 100% recycled aluminium

using a specially developed alloy, and offers the same

outstanding product features as classic aluminium tubes.



A true ambassador
of recycled tube
packaging
The blue tube is made of 100% post-industrial recycled

aluminium and was the first ever aluminium tube to close

the material loop by bringing industrial product waste back

into the manufacturing process. The blue tube is the

perfect choice for anyone looking for a high-quality tube

made of 100% recycled aluminium.

Thanks to the recycling process, which requires significantly

less energy than producing primary aluminium, the blue

tube reduces CO2 emissions by up to 20%. This results in

a much smaller carbon footprint and a lower environmental

impact over its entire lifecycle. In addition, the specially

developed alloy guarantees the same outstanding product

features that you expect from aluminium tubes.

100% post-
industrial
waste



A circular revolution
has begun

The blue tube evo is the first aluminium tube that closes

the material loop by bringing post-consumer waste back

into tube production. With 95% post-consumer and 5%

post-industrial recycled aluminium, the blue tube evo is

perfectly designed for a circular economy – and for fulfilling

legislative requirements and consumer preferences.

By reducing CO2 emissions by up to 40%, the blue tube

evo has a significantly smaller carbon footprint than classic

aluminium tubes. Thanks to the new, specially developed

alloy, the blue tube evo can also be designed as a

lightweight tube with an improved restitution rate. This uses

resources even more efficiently and further reduces

associated CO2 emissions.

95% post-
consumer
waste



The blue tube evo

uses at least 95% product waste, 

which is recycled after being 

disposed of by end consumers.

The blue tube

uses 100% post-industrial 

waste, which is recycled and 

reused for tube production.

95% post-
consumer
waste

Meet your
customers‘
expectations

100% post-
industrial

waste



Key benefits of
the blue tube products

Significantly lower Co2 emissions

Thanks to the recycling process (which uses 95% less

energy than primary production) and the sustainable use

of materials, all tubes in the blue tube range have a

significantly smaller carbon footprint than classic

aluminium tubes.

Closed product loop with aluminium waste

Aluminium tubes can be recycled again and again.

Instead of ending up in landfill, your tubes close the

product-to-product loop and help achieve a circular

economy.

Made of 100% recycled aluminium

Thanks to the recycling process (which uses 95% less

energy than primary production) and the sustainable use

of materials, all tubes in the blue tube range have a

significantly smaller carbon footprint than classic

aluminium tubes.

Exclusively developed aluminium alloy

To maintain the same outstanding properties of classic

aluminium tubes, we developed a new, patent-pending

alloy for the production of our slugs.

Lightweight tube

We can design the blue tube evo as a lightweight tube

with up to 15% less aluminium - without compromising

the tube’s functionality.

Improved restitution rate

An advantage of the lightweight tube is the improved

restitution rate of 97%. The tube can be almost

completely emptied, which avoids un-necessary waste

and reduces the environmental impact of the product.



Made of 100% recycled aluminium

Significantly reduced CO2 emission

Exclusively developed aluminium alloy

Closed product loop with aluminium waste

Option: Lightweight tube with improved restitution rate

Plastic closures made of PCR

Waterbased external lacquers available

Food compliant EC 1935/2004, all common declarations
and certificates are available upon request



Retaining value that lasts
While other recyclable materials decline in quality after each lifecycle, aluminium retains all of its outstanding properties.

Aluminium can easily be separated from other waste, and the necessary infrastructure is already widely in place. The

products of the blue tube range are perfectly designed to fulfil legislative requirements and consumer preferences.

They close the product-to-product loop by bringing aluminium product waste back into tube production.

aluminium tube
production

waste

collection

recycling Aluminium can be
infinitely recycled

Recycling
saves

without loss of premium quality

of energy needed to

produce aluminium



The environmental
performance of
our products
To measure the environmental performance of our

products, we commissioned an external company with

a three-step sustainability study.

Data collection and definition of scenarios

• Bills of materials (type and mass of different materials)

• Supplier locations and modes of transport

• Manufacturing data (energy and material consumption)

• Product delivery (distances and methods)

Environmental assessment

Calculation of the environmental footprint using 

the LCA approach

Circularity assessment

Evaluation of the products using the Material Circularity 

Indicator from the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (EMF)



Assessment
scenarios

69% 90%

69% recycling rate
for aluminium packaging,  

current situation in Europe*

90% recycling rate
for aluminium packaging,
achieved by 2025

Scenario 69 Scenario 90

*recommended by the EU’s 
PEF methodology



Climate change indicator

The environmental assessment was performed using

the climate change indicator of kg CO2-eq.

Scenario 69 Scenario 90

A winning
life cycle assessment

The results of the LCA are highly influenced by the

use of recycled components (PIR or PCR), material

reduction and recycling rate. In Scenario 90, the

blue tube light and the blue tube evo light emit up

to 20% and 40% less CO2-eq respectively than

conventional aluminium tubes.

classic alu tube blue tube lightblue tube blue tube evo blue tube evo light
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116g 
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Data base

• Life Cycle Assessment of the referring products

• Scenario 69 - 69% recycling rate in Europe

• Scenario 90 - 90% recycling rate estimation by 2025



Big on circularity,
kind to the environment
The Material Circularity Indicator

Developed by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, the MCI measures a

product’s circularity performance. This means it considers how often and

how efficiently a material can be recycled. Coupled with an assessment

of the environmental impact, the MCI gives an extremely comprehensive

overview of how green a product is. With respective ratings of 93% and

64%, the blue tube evo and the blue tube are proving to be the

perfect match for a circular economy.

Strong performance by the blue tube brand

• No virgin aluminium 

• High recycling rates 

• Infinite recyclability with no loss in quality

Calculation performed by Calculation in line with EMF

64% 
MCI

93%
MCI



10% MCI (min.)

84%

55%

41%

10%

Material Circularity Indicator:
Comparison of scenarios 69 and 90

A LINEAR PRODUCT

A linear product is any product that is manufactured

using only virgin feedstock and ends up in landfill at the

end of its useful life.

A CIRCULAR PRODUCT

A fully circular product is any product that contains no

virgin feedstock, is completely collected for recycling or

component reuse and has 100% recycling efficiency.

classic alu tube blue tube evoABL tube blue tube

10%

64%

51%

93%
100% MCI (max.)



Protection for
your brand



Combine 
growth with 

responsibility

Aluminium is a powerful marketing argument

Market studies show that the product itself is no longer

the only factor behind purchasing decisions. More and

more people are now also considering the product’s

packaging. When it comes to increasing a brand’s value

and strengthening the connection people feel to a brand,

environmentally friendly packaging outperforms even the

best advertising and communication campaigns.

Aluminium tubes are particularly effective for improving

brand loyalty among well-informed target groups. So it

makes sense to expect more from aluminium

packaging!

Packaging is a statement

Consumers are becoming increasingly environ-

mentally aware and quality-conscious. So as well as

the rational advantages, aluminium tubes also top

the list for emotional benefits. This is a powerful

argument that you can harness for your brand.

Let your brand 
give a clear 
statement

Tubex 
innovations

Sustainable
material



Be ready 
when the young 
generation says NO 
to a plastic future!



Business 
sectors



These four
sectors rely on

our expertise

Focusing on our strengths allows us to deliver the very best service.

TUBEX Aluminium Tubes is the specialist for packaging in the

cosmetics, food, pharma and industrial sectors.



In the world of cosmetics, the “frills” play an especially important role in appealing to

consumers and drawing attention to new products. Lightweight, robust and secure

packaging is just as important as sophisticated design and sustainable materials.

True beauty is on the inside 
– and the outside

Cosmetics



DESIGN

• Printing with up to eight lifelike colours, digital computer-to-plate technology

• Perfect finish with a large selection of lacquers

• Lacquered shoulder

• Choice of tube openings and closures (flip-top caps, plastic openings)

PROTECTION

• Few or no preservatives

• Protection against UV radiation, gas and germs

• Membrane provides optimal protection for contents

HEALTH

• BPA-NI lacquer available

• Protection against UV radiation, gas and germs

• No suck-back effect

• Tamper-proof seal

SUSTAINABILITY

• No waste of resources

• Fully recyclable

• Optimal emptying

Protection

Sustainability

Use

Health

Design

Priorities for 
cosmetic 
packaging



Food
Aluminium is the first-choice packaging for many types of food. As well as

protecting its contents from light and air, aluminium packaging is tasteless,

preserves the flavour of the food and is ideal for sterilisation. What’s more,

aluminium has superb environmental properties and offers a wide range of design

options.

Convenience and quality 
aren’t incompatible



PROTECTION

• Fewer or no preservatives

• Longer shelf life at room temperature

• Good conductivity for cooling

• Protection against UV radiation, gas and germs

• Membrane provides optimal protection for contents

DESIGN

• Printing in up to eight lifelike colours

• Perfect finish with a wide selection of lacquers

• Choice of tube openings and closures (flip-top caps, plastic openings)

HEALTH

• BPA-NI lacquer available

• Fewer or no preservatives

• Protection against UV radiation, gas and germs

• No suck-back effect

• Tamper-proof seal

SUSTAINABILITY

• No wasted resources

• Fully recyclable

Design

Priorities for 
food packaging

Protection

Sustainability

Use

Health



Pharma
Aluminium’s outstanding properties – as a barrier against air, light, moisture and 

microorganisms – mean that our tubes are an excellent choice for pharmaceutical 

products. In particular, they offer optimal protection for highly sensitive drugs and 

help extend their shelf life.

For the most stringent 
requirements



HEALTH

• compliance with specifications for registered pharmaceutical products

• ISO 9001 & 15378 certification, Drug Master File registration, cleanroom

• computer-aided quality assurance

• BPA-NI lacquers available

• no suck-back effect

• tamper-proof seal

• sterilisation available

PROTECTION

• long shelf life at room temperature

• good conductivity for cooling

• few or no preservatives

• protection against UV radiation, gas and germs

• membrane provides optimal protection for contents

USE

• choice of tube openings and closures, plastic or aluminium tubes, tamper-

proof closures

SUSTAINABILITY

• no resources wasted

• fully recyclable

• optimal emptying

Protection

Sustainability

Use

Health

Design

Priorities for 
pharmaceutical 
packaging



Industry
Aluminium tubes are light, slim, space-saving and so robust that they often 

require no outer packaging. As a result, you can transport more products with 

less packaging, which drastically reduces the impact on the environment. The 

high recycling rates of our aluminium tubes also helps our customers achieve 

positive life cycle assessments.

A tube for all your needs



USE

• Choice of tube openings and closures, plastic or aluminium

tubes, tamper-proof closures

• With or without inner lacquer

PROTECTION

• Fewer or no preservatives

• Long shelf life at room temperature

• Protection against UV radiation, gas and germs

• Membrane provides optimal protection for contents

Priorities 
for industrial 
packaging

Protection

Sustainability

Use

Health

Design



What            can we do for you 
and your business?

Contact us!
TUBEX Aluminium Tubes

www.tubex-tube.com

info@tubex-tube.com


